
~Io ~f'z with" differenee 
WELL IT CERTAINLY LOOKED THE 

PART. 
Minilite mag. wheels, driving lights, 

hounce brackets on the rear, matt black 
bonnet - and sufficient advertising 
decals on the side to do justice to an 
Indy winner. 

In fact it was quite staggering to re
flect on just what some 'dressing up' 
could do to a car's image. 

Thirteen Inch, five stud M1nllit. wh .. h are 
fitted SP44 radial Dunlops but replica CM 

handl.d little dlff ...... tl' to st ... dard Yerslon. 

Because, beneath it all, our wild look
ing test car was just a Mark II Austin 
1800 - very much a sheep -Tn wolf's 
clothing . 

BMC, seeking to make the most of 
their participa.tion in the big Marathon 
rally, has dressed up a stock 1800 to 
look the part and in external appearances 
the car is a replica of that to be driven 
by Evan Green, Jack Murray and George 
Shepheard. As such it will be featured in 
promotion campaigns througout Australia 
and, just to be different, we decided to 
use this car for the necessary test pics. 
but cheat a little and run Our perform
ance figures on a normal 'press' car. 

Basically the Mk II 1800 follows 
directly ' in the wheel tracks of its pre
decessor; improvements to the new model 
include front and rear restyling, a re
designed cylinder head with modified 
combustion chambers, larger inlet valves, 
new camshaft and an improved inlet 
manifold, central console built into the 
facia panel and a variety of new trim 
colors. 

A small, but important modification is 
the changing of second gear ratio from 
2 .217: 1 to the new 2 .059: 1. This 
alteration has given the car a much more 
usable second cog which will now 
stretch out to a quite respectable 47 mph. 
The somewhat vague shift movements of 
the Mark I model's gear lever are now 
a thing of the past, and the Mark II has 
a much more positive change, thanks to 
a longer gear lever and revised gearbox 
connections. 

Steering geometry has been changed to 
remove some of the heaviness which was 
suffered by the previous model, 
although a lot of effort is still required at 
parking speeds. . 

The appearance of the 1800 can best· 
be described as 'conservative' but what 
the car lacks in imaginative exterior 
styling is more than made up by the 
luxurious, and spacious, interior. 

In fact, the 1 800 must rank as one of 
the best when it comes to practical 
creature comforts. 

Leg room, both front and rear, is 
exceptional; seating is excellent (with 
fully reclining front seats of new design) 
and its 17 cubic feet of luggage space is 
all usable. 

The most obvious critiscism of the car 
must be levelled at its apparent lack of 
power, but, that this is no deterrent to 
sales is abundantly clear from the 1800's 
successful sales figure. Mid-year it ranked 
outright seventh in car sales and was 
third in sales of four cylinder models 
(Cortina and Torana being ahead>. 

The minor power boost it has received 
in the Mk II version will not turn it into 
a likely circuit racer but it has provided 
a good selling point over the earlier 
model. 

First gear peaks out at 30 mph and 
the engine is not really working as hard 
as the poor sound insulation would have 
you believe. Despite the higher second 
gear, enough torque is available to allow 

more. 
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lazy drivers to take off in this ratio with
out any protest from either engine or 
transmission. Third is very usable, and 
can be made to stretch out to 70 mph-a 
speed which the Mark II reaches in 22.4 
seconds, or almost six seconds faster than 
the Mark I. 

In fact, throughout the range the car 
is substantially faster than the earlier 
model and despite the low mileage of our 
test car, we managed to record a genuine 
average maximum of 90 mph. 

Still, by today's standards the Mk II 
1800 is no Traffic Grand Prix winner. 

Fortunately though it makes no claims 
in this direction and so does not suffer 
from comparison with 'sporty' type four 
cylinder cars. 

On the highway the car comes very 
much into its forte; long distance, high 
average cruising speeds - all in out
standing comfort. 

We took the previous model 1800 un 

a quick haul to Brisbane and return just 
a few clays before the release of the Mark 
II and found it to be one of the most 
pleasant cars for this type of work yet 
encountered. It could be cruised all day 
at 75 ' mph plus and after a long nine 
hours at the wheel the driver was less 
fatigued than when he covered the same 
route in a Holden GTS coupe - and, 
travelling time was only about an hour 
slower over the distance. 

Unlike the British Mk II 1800, which 
has 14 inch .· wheels, the Australian ver
sion retains the 13 inch wheels of the 
earlier model and handling is therefore 
essentially unchanged. 

The lighter steering does help to 
a certain degree, but when you are 
really pushing an 1800, it lets you know 
in no uncertain manner that it is a big, 
front wheel drive car. Up to the point 
where it breaks into heavy understeer, 
the 1 800 has very good road manners, 
with a minimum of front end kneel and 
good response to the wheel. Attack those 
corners a little harder, and you are kept 
very busy. 

Under hard braking, the Mk II 1800 
had exemplary manners. There was some 
nose dive, but no premature locking of 
wheels or any sign of fade, and this is 
one department where the 1 800 loses 
nothing to its competitors. 

Our 'dressed up' replica car handled 
very much the same as our test vehicle. 
The Minilite wheels had little effect on 
cornering but the rally type Dunlop 
SP44s radials were, to say the very least, 
noisy. 

The differences between our photo car 
and the genuine rally car are immense; 
the rally car will put out sufficient 
horsepower to give it a maximum speed 
well in excess of 100 mph (this by virtue 
of redesigned cylinder head, twin carbs, 
extractor exhaust, MGB camshaft, etc.l
and with this sort of power the under
steering tendencies of the standard 1800 
are more than overcome. 

An auxiliary radiator will provide 
added cooling and all-up weight will be 
considerably reduced by the use of alloy 
doors, bonnet and boot lid. 

A 16 . gallon fuel tank will dominate 
the bootspace and suspension will be 
modified for both high speed handling
and ruggedness. 

I nterior a I terations wi II include full 
instrumentation, a full set of Halga 
navigational equipment, two lightweight 
rally seats (the passenger's seat will be 
retained as a reclining 'rest' seat) plus 
of course a container for food, drink, etc. 

Laminated windscreen, Maserati air
horns, quartz iodine lights, stoneflaps, 
etc. all help to complete the picture and, 
as we said, the rally machine is a differ
ent car to a stock 1 800-boy, is it ever! 

Bounce pad. (top) are not likely to llec_ 
standard equipment on ,oed c.r. 

Engine (left) has ,eceived sm.1I "-t in 
power but could stili do with m_. 
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~RDADTEST 
CAR FROM: BMC, Moore Rd., Airport 

West, Vic. 
PRICE AS TESTED: $2476 plus radio. 

OPTIONS FITTED: Radio. 
ENGINE: 

Type .... ........... ohv four cylinder 
Bore & stroke, 80.26mm. x 88 .9mm. 
Capacity .... ..... 1798 cc. 
Compression ratio ............ 8 .6 : 1 
Power (gross), 87 bhp @ 5300 rpm 
Torque .... 101 Ib.ft. @ 2200 rpm 

TRANSMISSION: Four speed, all 
synchro. 

CHASSIS: 
Wheelbase 106 inches 
Length .... 166 inches 
Track F ... 56-1· inches 
Track R .... ... . .... sst inches 
Width ... ............... 66t inches 
Clearance (Minimum) 6 inches 
Test weight .... 2576 Ibs. (approx'> 
Fuel capacity .... ......... 10'} gallons 

SUSPENSION: 
Front : Independent with upper and 

lower arms / hydrolastic displacers . 
Rear : Independent with trailing arms 

and hydrolastic displacers. 
BRAKES: 

Front 9-.1· inch disc . 
Rear : 9 inch drum. 

STEERING: 
Type: Rack and pinion. 
Turns lock to lock: 3.8. 
Turning circle : 37 ft . 

WHEELS/TYRES: Pressed steel, five 
stud mounting, fitted 175 mm. x 
13 in . tyres. 

PERFORMANCE: 
Zero to 

30 mph 4.3 seconds 
40 mph ... 7 .5 seconds 
50 mph .. 11.2 seconds 
60 mph .... 15.6 seconds 
70 mph .. . 22.4 seconds 
80 mph .... 31 .8 seconds 
90 mph .... .... NA 

100 mph ... NA 
Standing quarter mile: 20 .2 seconds. 
Fuel consumption on test: 23 mpg 

on S fuel. 
Fuel consumption (expected): 24-28 

mpg. 
Cruising range: Approx. 260 miles . 

SPEEDOMETER ERROR: 
Indicated: 

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 
Actual : 

28 36 45 55 64 NA NA NA 

SPEEDS IN GEARS: 
First 30 mph 
Second .. .. . ... .. .. . ... 47 mph 
Third .... .... .... .... 70 mph 
Top .... .... .... .... .... 90 mph. 
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DRIVER 
COMMENlS 

ENGINE: 
Starting .... .... .... .... . ... 
Respon;>e .......... . 
Vibration ........ ... . 
Noise ... 

DRIVE TRAIN: 
Shift Linkage ... .... ...... .. 
Synchro action .... ...... .. 
Clutch action .......... .. 
Noise .......... ......... .. .. 

STEERING: 
Effort ................ .. .. 
Response ...... ........ . 
Road feel .............. .. 

Good 
Good 

Low 
Low 

Good 
Good 
Good 

Low 

Moderate 
Good 
Good 

Kickback .... .... .. . .... .... Moderate 
SUSPENSION: 

Ride comfort .... 
Roll resistance 
Pitch control .... .... .. .. 

HANDLING: 
Directional control .. .. 
Predictability .......... .. 
Resistance to sidewind 

BRAKES: 
Pedal pressure .... .. .. 
Response .... .... .. .. 
Fade resistance 
Directional stability .... 

CONTROLS: 

Excellent 
Good 

Excellent 

Good 
Good 

Excellent 

Light 
.... Very good 
.. .. Very good 
.... Very good 

Wheel position .... Good 
Pedal position Good 
Gearshift position Good 
Panel controls .... .... .... .... Good 

INTERIOR: 
Ease of entry and exit .... Good 
Noise level .... .... .... Low 
Front seat comfort .... Very good 
Front leg room .... Excellent 
Front head room . .......... Very good 
Rear seat comfort .... .... Excellent 
Rear leg room .... .... Excellent 
Rear head room .. .. ........ Very good 
Instrument comprehensiveness Good 
Instrument legibility .... .... Good 

VISION: 
Forward .... 
Front quarter 
Side ........ 
Rear quarter .... ...... .. 
Rear ............ .. .. / 

CONSTRUCTION: 
Sheet metal .. .. 
Paint .......... .. 
Chrome .. . 
Upholstery 
Trim .... 

GENERAL: 
Headlights - highbeam 
Headlights - lowbeam 
Wiper coverage .... .. .. 
Wipers at speed .... .. .. 
Maintenance accessibility .. 
Luggage space .... .. . .. .. 

Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 

Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Goqd 

Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 

Fair 
Good 
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